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Demands for smart phones to overtake those of normal phones in developed markets 
Smartphone use will be widespread in 2015. 
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STEP 01 
[Apple] introduced open source 
applications along with products 
turning to those with PC–like 
performance / product modulization 

 Changed the concept of [mobile] 
phone to be a device with the ability 
to expand functions as desired by 
user 
 
STEP 02 
By reducing phone prices for the 
purpose of mass volume distribution 
of the device, [Apple] expanded 
contact base of consumers who want 
to use Apple services  
 
STEP 03 
The objective is to lead personal 
Cloud service, further to Cloud 
computing*. (That is, device itself 
becomes Thin Client). 
 
*Cloud Computing refers to personal 
computers or a separate web servers using  
large-scale computer groups, and the difference 
from the existing web hard drive is that it not 
only provides simple server supports but it also 
possess the ability to utilize applications, 
storage, various API, and so forth, allowing 
user to access Cloud Computing resources 
through a variety of devices at any time (PC, 
mobile devices or electronic products, and so 
forth). 

As service integrating mail (providing ID@me.com mail 
account), contacts, schedule manager, album, and web disk, 
Apple makes possible synchronization among computer-web-
iPod/iPhone.

App Store is a new business model, implementing open innovations 
through 3rd party participation, maximizing user satisfaction level through 
strict quality control, and utilizing telecommunications carriers’ billing 
systems. 
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STEP 01 
Specializing products per function 
 
STEP 02 
In order to transition into service business, supports sharing and integration of  music, games, map sales and contents through 
the internet portal Ovi as gateway. Test operation of content distribution service Mosh.   
 
STEP 03 
Opened Symbian to the public, as an attempt to respond to Apple’s App Store (announced opening of Symbian to the public in 
June 2008). 

 Since Symbian accounts for 60% of the mobile market, it seems plausible to compete with Apple within a short period of 
time.  

Conceptualization of Nokia’s internet portal Ovi (left) and 
content sharing service Mosh 
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    Growth of Knowledge Workers 

 
Following societal demand Knowledge Workers are growing and  

projected to reach 40.6% by 2015. 

*A 4th industry , “Industry related to the heart,” includes meditation, psychotherapy, 
spiritual experience, zen meditation, yoga, energy training, etc  
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Propose new style, Mechanism, 

and strategic CMF 
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